Allison Transmission
Off-Highway Xtrans
Allison 6000 series service exchange transmissions
are built to a 6625 series specification inclusive of
all upgraded internal parts and with oil monitoring
for added protection.
Highly versatile, these transmissions can be
dressed with PTO, flange, and drive coupler to suit
Atlas Copco MT6020, Epiroc MT65, or Sandvik
TH551 / TH663 machines.

1 x 6625 undressed only transmission
1 x 6625 fully dressed (c/w flanges and PTO)

$

43,500*

$

48,500*

$

15,800*

$

2,000*

$

18,239.86*

$

13,605.75*

Additional Charges
1x 6625 ORS transmission core charge
(Refunded once core transmission is returned to Penske)

1 x Xtrans transit frame core charge
(Refunded once returned to Penske)

Additional customer penalty charges for 6610
and 6620 cores returned in place of 6625 units
6610 to 6625 penalty
(Customers receive a 6625 spec unit and return a 6610 core to Penske)

6620 to 6625 penalty
(Customers receive a 6625 spec unit and return a 6620 core to Penske)

*Prices do not include GST

Alternatively, our team of Allison
specialists can strip, assess and quote
to repair your own transmission.

Xtrans Off-Highway Core Criteria
Penske Australia reserves the right to withhold full or partial core refunds for off-highway
transmissions returned with major component failures. The term major component failure relates
to internal and external transmission damage that is not deemed fair wear and tear. This damage
is generally caused by factors external to the standard operating parameters of the transmission
– i.e. over speed, engine torsional vibrations, driver abuse, lack of lubrication, or physical impact.
A tear down report is available on application for all overhauls, during this process the core
refund evaluation is completed and returned accordingly.
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Transmissions exchanged on a planned maintenance schedule that are in running condition
but changed on hours would generally receive a full core refund.

